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visit us online at www.rotovac.com

Works with portable or  
truckmount extractors

Easily change the carpet cleaning 
heads to tile & grout cleaning heads

Weighs only 69 lbs.

All stainless steel frame

Draws only 6 amps

Telescoping handle  
adjusts down to 33” for 
easy storage

FEATURES

®

Dual Wand Machine - One Man Operation

On / Off Switch

Ergonomically  
Designed Dual  

Grip Handle

Adjustable Speed Control
Dial 50 - 250 r.p.m.

Stainless Steel  
Telescoping Handle

Dual High Torque 
Gear Motors

Patent Pending

Clear View Tube
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®

DUAL WAND CLEANING SPEED WITH ONE MAN OPERATION

The new Rotovac Wide Track is a 24 inch wide Rotary Extraction tool for high speed cleaning of large 
areas. Dual rotary jet extraction cleaning heads utilize six vacuum slots and six spray jets to produce 
thorough, restorative cleaning. The cleaning heads spin at an adjustable 0 - 200 r.p.m. The Wide Track 
operates like a lawn mower and cleans equally in both directions up and back. 

Designed for use with any truck mount or dual 3 stage vacuum portables, the Wide Track delivers all the 
power of your extractor while requiring only one man to operate. The ergonomic dual handle design in 
combination with the high torque drive motors makes the Wide Track extremely easy to push as it power 
cleans through heavily soiled areas with ease. The high speed cleaning power of the Wide Track can 
cut labor costs by up to 50%.
 
  

6 spray jets

6 smooth glide vacuum slots

TILE & GROUT CLEANING HEADS

Nylon scrubbing brush bristles

6 spray jets 

6 flexible rubber squeegee 
vacuum  pickups

CARPET CLEANING HEADS

Patent Pending

Dual Wand Machine - One Man Operation 
Maximum Cleaning Results with Minimal Effort

TM


